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INTRODUCTION
Wendy Stavrianos calls the works in this exhibition her ‘old woman paintings’. They are seeded in
childhood trauma and inhabit the shadows of her lived experience and the darkness of inevitable death;
not only her own death but the passing of beloved in her circle and the legions of nameless others who
have returned to the wounded body of earth. Her work seeks to penetrate existential mysteries and the
‘invisible worm’ that lies at the heart of the human condition.
Although our impulse is to shun such exploration in an increasingly graphic world of violence, greed
and environmental catastrophe, Stavrianos takes up her brush and follows a singular path into the
hidden waters of the psyche. Decades of artistic endeavor have armed her with a powerful personal
geometry and iconography from which she gathers elements to construct portals or entrances that
lead into the ‘silent rooms’ of her inner being. Bridges 1 and 2 in this exhibition relate to a specific
railway bridge in outer Melbourne yet they are reimagined as decaying organic structures that hold
the key to the artist’s symbolic repertoire, hinting at the veils, dresses, skins, timbers and telephone
wires of many earlier works. The textured central form in Bridge 2, for instance, recalls both the ancient
regenerative sands of her 1985 Mungo Woman (Night Series) and the charred remains of trees seen in
her magnificent Mantles paintings of 1991–92.
Once inside her silent rooms, Stavrianos adjusts her sense of time and focus to perceive the fugitive
forms and objects that gradually become more articulate in the meditative light. The beautifully
painted ruins and traces of environmental, cultural and personal turmoil are felt as poignant reminders
of spiritual resilience within our flawed humanity. At times the images in this exhibition have the
poetic quality of Wordsworth’s ‘emotion recollected in tranquility’; while with others, one hears the
deep resounding orchestrations of Beethoven, Mendelssohn and Chopin—or the contrapuntal purity
of Bach.
Stavrianos shows remarkable generosity in sharing moments of exquisite fragility with us, the viewers
of her work, as she returns again and again to the ‘uncertain shores’ of her quest. And this is her great
strength as an artist: that she doesn’t merely recycle her insights and images; rather, her work has
the freshness of a new day, or the wonder of another sunset; nothing remains the same and yet has a
familiarity that allows us to pause and summon the courage to enter our own silent rooms.
Laura Murray Cree
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WENDY STAVRIANOS: SILENT ROOMS
AND PORTALS TO UNCERTAIN SHORES
“I should say: the house shelters day-dreaming, the house protects the dreamer, the house allows
one to dream in peace.” Gaston Bachelard, La Poétique de l’Espace (1958)1
The interior spaces in Wendy Stravrianos’ new series of paintings and graphics are like tangible
daydreams, strong in their corporeality, but strangely ineffable and enigmatic. Her painted rooms appear
as if containers for dreams and memories, distantly familiar, however not immediately accessible. It
is as if they have been visited in another life and they still retain echoes of distant memories. Gaston
Bachelard evocatively asks “how can secret rooms, rooms that have disappeared, become abodes
for an unforgettable past?”2 Stavrianos’ rooms appear as an abode of mysterious presences, where
time is fluid and the past, present and future can on occasion run together. Clues are provided for
a narrative, one that seems both deeply personal and at the same time universal, where ideas and
memories are caught in the nets of time, but meaning in the narrative itself is elusive. When a narrative
lacks specificity or literalness, a beholder is called upon to complete it from his or her own repertoire
of conscious or supressed memories.
The doors in these paintings appear as portals into these secret rooms and into the unexplored spaces
that lie beyond. Is the door an entrance or an exit? Are we entering God’s waiting room or exploring
a world beyond the physical realm? Stavrianos creates highly immersive paintings, like installations
that we are invited to enter and inhabit with our imaginations. The titles of the paintings, including
Suspended in time and memory, Dissolving elements and Fragments of a room, do little to assist with
specific interpretations. They signal that you should enter the works with an open mind and in your
own way embrace the new slippery reality.
Stavrianos’ paintings remind one of Andrei Tarkovsky’s great film, Stalker (1979), in which an illegal
guide takes people into ‘The Zone’, an apocalyptic wasteland that lies beyond the boundaries of the
known world and is accessed through the debris of contemporary society. ‘The Zone’ is the place in
which a person is able to fulfil their innermost desires and where the laws of reason are suspended.
The Stalker leads his two guests, the writer and the professor, around a guarded checkpoint and up to
the heart of ‘The Zone’ that is found within the Room. Despite the arduous journey, where the travellers
flirt constantly with death from visible and invisible forces, they pause at the doorway that leads into
the Room, a place where all wishes can be fulfilled, and decide not to enter, but return from where they
came. The film is shot mainly in sepia, where there are passages of dark monochrome and, as with
Tarkovsky’s other films, movement is slow, deliberate and the film is built up of a series of long takes.
Although recognised as one of the great films of the 20th century, there is little consensus as to the
meaning of the film. It is about a yearning for something that lies beyond the physical realm, a longing
for a mysterious otherness. It is this combination of a contemplative slowness, heightened anxiety
and a sense of transfigured time that, in my mind, brings Stavrianos and Tarkovsky together as fellow
travellers. Both create a sense of immense suspense permeated with a note of tragedy and a situation
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where so much can happen, but in fact very little does. Stavrianos appears in the role of a guide who
takes us up to the threshold of mysterious rooms that she invites us to contemplate, but not enter.
Stavrianos is a great master of the colour black and generally works within a subdued and sombre
palette. For many years she has experimented with an inner luminosity in her paintings, where
enigmatic figures carry within themselves a shining light. In this new series of portals and interiors,
light struggles to be seen as the darkness moves in and veils areas of the picture space. Textured
surfaces speak of decay, with stagnant pools of water, cracked concrete and peeling surfaces. The
edifice of civilisation has been torn apart and nature creeps back, breaking down the once monumental
architectural structures. It is as if layers of dark paint flake away from the surface and revealed beneath
are glimpses of alternative realities.
James McNeill Whistler perfected a technique in his etchings where he manipulated the areas of
focus. In foggy watery masses, which would conceal the foreground spaces, patches of clarity would
appear, objects suddenly moving into focus as if a misted-over window has been wiped clear in some
areas but not in others. Stavrianos plays with the sense of focus and the depth of field as areas of
paint struggle to emerge from the surrounding darkness. In the large Entrance painting, tinges of pink
appear in the background, like a whisper of hope surrounded by dark silences. In her notes made
while working on this series of paintings, the artist speaks about her use of white, black and the range
of greys. “All the fallen matter has been bleached to bone white and silver greys. Like an elephants’
graveyard, discarded matter dominates the landscape, hence the landscape invading ‘The Room’ and
also choice of tone, rather than the use of colour.”3
The interior and exterior spaces merge in Stavrianos’ paintings and drawings, so that the landscape
becomes part of a room and exterior spaces combine elements taken from domestic interiors and are
shown as if presented on table tops. This holistic note in her settings also reflects the idea that there
exists something like a world spirit, or a zeitgeist, that pervades all animate and inanimate matter, so
that the grand patterns of climate change and of global warming, migration of peoples and the flood
of refugees, and the structures of histories, personal as well as global, are all brought together and
closely interwoven in her compositions. Drought and arid landscapes are as much states of mind
as they are climatic observations; the desert, skeletal trees and burnt ash carry traces of what once
was and are testimony to change and a comment on the future. Her imagery marries the microcosm
with the macrocosm, the personal with the universal and the eternal ancient ancestral past with
the ephemeral present. They are both memory paintings and imaginary works, where very intimate
details of childhood experiences and memories of rooms from infancy are metamorphosed into grand
narratives of timeless significance.
A major painting from this series is titled Bridge 1 Disjunction and is about two metres square. Painted
in acrylics, at first glance it appears to be a very realistically observed view of the underside of an old
bridge, with bolts holding together rusty girders. As one looks more deeply into the work there appear
echoes of other scenes set within the fabric of the paint, such as a glimpse of a forested mountain
stream, a strange net suspended under the bridge, hanging wires, columns and still waters, all closely
and lovingly observed within the play of light and rippling reflections. The suspended net may speak
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of gathered memories, some caught, some lost; the wires may refer to things that string us together,
but they are also fragile and suspended in space, while the myriad of reflections speaks of an illusion
of permanence. The whole scene suggests that much of life is an illusion and that what we take for
granted is actually caught in a state of flux and change.
In part, the great strength and beauty of Wendy Stavrianos’ art lies in its ability to tap into the unconscious
streams of her being. There is a profound sense of revelation in her work, the quality of uncovering
of the unknown and of the unexpected. Her art appears as a totally un-programmed, intuitive act, the
outcome of which serves as much of a surprise to the artist as it does to the viewer. Not infrequently,
one experiences a sense of awe in front of her paintings, where there is a mysterious juxtaposition of
forms, colours and textures. There are moments of great spiritual clarity, where through the veils of
paint and surface textures and through the distillation of tiers of meaning, there emerge images of
penetrating force.
Stavrianos’ art is edgy, disturbing, intense and exceptionally beautiful. She has been making art and
exhibiting professionally for half a century, but she has frequently been based in rural locations and
has worked under the radar of the institutional art world. The notion of gathering of images has been
a prevailing theme throughout her art practice, but the images are gathered for a purpose, which is to
alert us to an impending threat to our existence and to the patterns of our lives. In her art there is an
inherently tragic vision of the landscape and of humankind - a vision that is both prophetic and aweinspiring.
This exhibition is a distilled statement of Stavrianos’ philosophy of life and art making, it is a statement
about the oneness of our being with a warning that we, as a civilisation, are playing with forces that
may lead to our complete destruction. Her metaphor of the house brings together memory, dream,
wish-fulfilment plus the impending notion of threat. Bachelard once beautifully noted “For the real
houses of memory, the houses to which we return in dreams, the houses that are rich in unalterable
‘oneirism’, do not readily lend themselves to description.”4 Wendy Stavrianos in her art powerfully
evokes such mystical houses of memory.
Emeritus Professor Sasha Grishin AM, FAHA
Australian National University
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Bridge1 Disjunction
Acrylic on canvas
180 x 195 cm

Bridge2 Relic
Acrylic on canvas
180 x 195 cm
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Dissolving Elements
Acrylic on canvas
147 x 177 cm

Emerging into Focus
Acrylic on canvas
147 x 177 cm
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Entrance
Acrylic on canvas
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Fallen Remnants
Acrylic on canvas
92 x 92 cm

Veiled Remnants
Acrylic on canvas
92 x 92 cm
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Lost Room 1
Acrylic on canvas
61 x 71 cm

Lost Room 2
Acrylic on canvas
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Lost Room 3
Acrylic on canvas
61 x 71 cm

Night Remnants
Acrylic on canvas
92 x 92 cm
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Portal to Uncertain Shores 1
Acrylic on canvas
180 x 195 cm
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Acrylic on canvas
180 x 195 cm
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Suspended in Time and Memory
Acrylic on canvas
147 x 177 cm

Fragments of a Room
Acrylic on canvas
147 x 177 cm
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Veiled in Light
Acrylic on canvas
122 x 122 cm

Threads of Night and Light
Acrylic on canvas
122 x 122 cm
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Traces of a Room
Acrylic on canvas
187 x 267 cm
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Remnants
Acrylic on canvas
92 x 92 cm

Shifting Elements (Room Series)
Acrylic on Wooden Construction
203 x 110 cm
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Excavated
Acrylic on canvas
122 x 122 cm

Portal to a Lost Forest
Acrylic on canvas
180 x 195 cm
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Structured Space
Acrylic on canvas
92 x 92 cm

Surrendered to Last Light
Acrylic on canvas
122 x 122 cm
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WORKS ON PAPER

Portal 13
Acrylic on paper
56 x 76 cm

Portal 14
Acrylic on paper
56 x 76 cm
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Portal 1
Acrylic on paper
56 x 76 cm

Portal 2
Acrylic on paper
56 x 76 cm
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Portal 3
Acrylic on paper
56 x 76 cm

Portal 4
Acrylic on paper
56 x 76 cm
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Portal 5
Acrylic on paper
56 x 76 cm

Portal 6
Acrylic on paper
56 x 76 cm
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Portal 7
Acrylic on paper
56 x 76 cm

Portal 8
Acrylic on paper
56 x 76 cm
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Portal 9
Acrylic on paper
56 x 76 cm

Portal 10
Acrylic on paper
56 x 76 cm
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Portal 11
Acrylic on paper
56 x 76 cm

Portal 12
Acrylic on paper
56 x 76 cm
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WENDY STAVRIANOS 2016
BRIEF BIOGRAPHY

SELECTED PUBLICATIONS

Born in Melbourne and studying at RMIT and later an MA at Monash University, she has an extensive
exhibition history and has been widely shown in all States in Australia as well as in various
international forums.

‘Wendy Stavrianos’ a monograph written by Laura Murray Cree, published by Craftsman House.

She has had more than 50 solo exhibitions.
Her most recent exhibition for which this catalogue has been made, is ‘Silent Rooms and Portals to
Uncertain Shores’, Langford 120, North Melbourne, July 2016.
Some other major exhibitions: (abbreviated list)
1991

Drawing Retrospective Adam Gallery Melbourne, curated by Noel Stott.

1992

‘Mantles of Darkness’ at Luba Bilu Gallery Melbourne and in 1994 touring Regional Galleries
in Victoria.

‘Australian Contemporary Painting’ edited by Jingzhe li. Shanghai Peoples Fine Arts Publishing House.
‘Printmakers in The 90s-Artist Printmakers’ by Sasha Grishin, published by Craftsman House.
‘Fire and Shadow, Spirituality, in Contemporary Art’ by Nevill Drury and Anna Voigt, published by
Craftsman House.
‘Australian Painting Now’ by Laura Murray Cree and Nevill Drury, published by Craftsman House.
‘Painters in the Australian Landscape’ by Robert Walker, published by Hale and Iremonger
‘Sightlines’ by Sandy Kirby published by Craftsman House.
‘New Visions New Perspectives’ by Anna Voigt, published by Craftsman House.

1998-9 ‘Wendy Stavrianos’ a retrospective touring exhibitionThe Drill Hall, ANU, ACT, and Regional
Galleries in VIC, NSW, QLD. curated by Dr. Sasha Grishin and Myra McIntyre.

‘Hot Springs - The Northern Territory and Contemporary Australian Artists’ by Daena Murray, published by
MacMillan.

2005

‘A Metaphysical Edge’ Bendigo Art Gallery curated by Tracy Cooper.

‘Contemporary Australian Drawing No.1’ by Janet McKenzie, published by MacMillan.

2006

‘Night’s Edge’, Ballarat Art Gallery, curated by Director, Gordon Morrison.

‘The Sound of the Sky’ by Daena Murray, Museum and Art Gallery, Northern Territory.

2011

‘Fragments of Memories’, curated by Dr Alana O’Brien, 70’s Survey at LaTrobe University 		
Museum of Art( LUMA.)

‘The Drawn Word’ editors Dr Janet McKenzie and Dr Stephen Farthing, published by Studio
International and The Studio Trust.

She has been a Sulman finalist 2001, 2002, 2007, 2009 and many other group forums, including:
1985

‘Perspecta’ (AGNSW)

2002

‘Women Looking at Women’, Macquarie University Art Gallery

2006

‘The Sound of the Sky’, curated by Daena Murray, Museum and Art Gallery of N.T.

2010

‘Slow Burn’, SH Ervin Gallery, curated by Louise Teggart

2012

‘Contemporary Australian Drawing’, Wimbledon Art Gallery, University of Arts, London,
UK. Langford 120, Melbourne, Australia 2012. New York Studio School, New York, USA 2014.
Saci Gallery, Florence, Italy 2015. The Bury Art Museum, Bury, Manchester, UK 2016.
All curated by Dr Irene Barberis

2013

‘From Paper’, Beijing Art Space, Beijing. Curated by Janet Clayton, Janet Clayton Gallery, 		
Sydney

2014

‘Transforming’, Meijiang International Art Gallery, Tianjin, China. Curator; Jin Sha, Artistic 		
Director, Guan Wei

2015

‘Draw The Line’, Spot 81, Sydney
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‘Studio-Australian Painters on the Nature of Creativity’, with photographs by Ian Lloyd text by John
McDonald, R. Ian Lloyd Productions.

COLLECTIONS
Examples of Wendy’s works are in major public and regional art galleries and private collections
overseas and throughout Australia, including: NGA; NGV; Heide Museum of Modern Art, Vic;
Art Gallery WA; Darwin Art Gallery; Macquarie University NSW; La Trobe University, Melbourne;
Queensland University of Technology; Museum of Contemporary Art, Brisbane, Qld;
Regional galleries at Ballarat, Bendigo, Castlemaine, Ararat, Geelong, Glasshouse Gallery,
Port Macquarie; Logan, Qld; Maitland, NSW; Swan Hill, Vic; Artbank, Ballieu Myer; BHP, Crown
Casino, NAB.
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Transformed by Time
Acrylic on canvas
92 x 92 cm
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